The short diffusion lengths in insertion battery nanoparticles render the capacitive behavior of bounded 8 diffusion, which is rarely observable with conventional larger particles, now accessible to impedance 9 measurements. Coupled with improved geometrical characterization, this presents an opportunity to 10 measure solid diffusion more accurately than the traditional approach of fitting Warburg circuit elements, 11 by properly taking into account the particle geometry and size distribution. We revisit bounded diffusion 12 impedance models and incorporate them into an overall impedance model for different electrode 13 configurations. The theoretical models are then applied to experimental data of a silicon nanowire 14 electrode to show the effects of including the actual nanowire geometry and radius distribution in 15 interpreting the impedance data. From these results, we show that it is essential to account for the particle 16 shape and size distribution to correctly interpret impedance data for battery electrodes. Conversely, it is 17 also possible to solve the inverse problem and use the theoretical "impedance image" to infer the 18 nanoparticle shape and/or size distribution, in some cases, more accurately than by direct image analysis. 19
Introduction 22
In impedance spectra of intercalation battery electrodes, the response at low frequencies corresponds 23 to solid-state transport of charge carriers (e.g. lithium ions and electrons in lithium ion batteries) in the 24 active material. The transport of charge carriers is dominated by ionic diffusion in many battery materials 25 due to the high mobility of electrons [1, 2] . For traditional battery electrodes with large particle sizes, the 26
Warburg-type diffusion impedance, which draws a 45 line in the complex plane representation 27 (Nyquist plot), has been widely reported at low frequencies. Such response is well-described by a 28 
Theoretical Model 70
In impedance spectroscopy, a small sinusoidal stimulus either in potential or current is applied about a 71 reference state, and other variables are perturbed accordingly. Each relevant variable can be written as a 72 superimposition of two terms: a term describing the reference state response in the absence of the 73 perturbation, and another term describing the perturbation about the reference state. The small amplitudes 74 of the perturbations allow mathematical linearization of the system, and thus the perturbations in all 75 relevant variables have a sinusoidal form with an identical frequency. An arbitrary system variable, X, can 76 be expressed as 77
As the diffusion characteristic frequency is approached, the diffusion penetration depth reaches the 132 impermeable current collector of a thin film electrode or the symmetric center of a particle. The local BD 133 impedance can be scaled by the BD impedance coefficient, The local interface impedance can be scaled by ct ρ to give its dimensionless form.
178
( ) When L has a narrow enough distribution, its PDF can be approximated by a Dirac delta function, 212 which makes the integration trivial. This approximation is equivalent to assuming an identical particle 213 size in a nanoparticle electrode. Under such a condition, the overall impedance becomes 214 The overall impedance in Equation (17) can be reduced to its dimensionless form, defining the 222 for Pr L  , it can be solely described by the dimensionless standard deviation, σ  , which is a measure of the 232 heterogeneity in particle size.
is the dimensionless average surface area of 233 a single particle with L l =   , and it gives different weighting distributions on the local impedance in the 234 integral, depending on the particle geometry. and 5 have well-distinguished RC and BD elements at high and low frequencies, respectively. 283
Regardless of the particle geometry, the heterogeneity in particle size makes the BD element of the 284 overall impedance, or the overall BD impedance, deviate from the pristine behavior of the local BD The deviation due to the heterogeneity in particle size is more significant for an electrode with the 300 more-curved particles; it is larger for the spherical-particle electrode than for the cylindrical-particle 301 electrode, and it is larger for the cylindrical-particle electrode than the planar-particle electrode. The 302 difference in the extent of the deviation changes the effect of particle geometry on the BD impedance. 303
The overall BD impedance curves near 0 σ =  maintains the pristine trend with respect to particle 304 geometry that observed in the local BD impedance; the hockey-stick-like curves in the Nyquist plot are 305 shunted more to the left as the particle geometry becomes more-curved. Also the transition takes place 306 over a higher frequency range as the particle geometry is more-curved. However, when 0.5 0.75
the curves show very similar behaviors regardless of the particle geometry. When 1.0 σ ≥  wider and lower frequency range, as the particle geometry is more-curved. A larger extent of deviation is 310 observed for the more-curved particle geometry because p a  places relatively heavier weighting on the 311 local response of large particles (
312
The monotonic correlation between σ  and the extent of deviation implies that it is possible to estimate 313 σ  from the BD impedance spectra, once the particle geometry and an appropriate form of the PDF are 314 known. This estimation would be a good supplement for the existing combination of an electron 315 microscopy and an automatic image analyzer, since an impedance measurement probes the entire 316 electrode, rather than a local image. 317
Since heterogeneity in particle size makes the transition take place in a lower frequency range overall, 318 it results in underestimation of employed in interpreting impedance spectra of an electrode that has heterogeneous particle sizes. The 320 extent of underestimation would be larger when the distribution in particle size is more heterogeneous, 321 and when the particle geometry is more-curved. When an electrode has a broad distribution in particle 322 size ( 0.5 σ ≥  ), the model with an identical particle size would fail to match the experimental spectra, 323 leading to apparently poor agreement for the diffusion impedance. 324
Unlike the previous discussion in the absence of particle size distribution, it leads to different results 325 depending on the distribution in particle size, if a one-dimensional D z  model is employed to interpret 326 impedance spectra of a curved-particle electrode. When the electrode has a narrow particle size 327 parameter; in such cases, σ  is overestimated by overlooking the particle curvature, but the direction of misestimation in ch D is ambiguous, depending on the actual particle geometry and size distribution.
333

Application and Discussion 334
One of systems on where this model could be well-applied is a lithium (Li) of the electrode is around 30 μm, and it turns out to be thin enough that the effect of concentration and 349 potential gradients along the thickness is negligible in its impedance spectra, which would have made the 350 impedance curve skewed [14, 15] . To study the effect of including the actual nanowire geometry and the radius distribution in modeling, 360 three different models were employed in fitting the experimental data; model (a) has planar particles with 361 identical thickness, model (b) has cylindrical particles with identical radii, and model (c) has cylindrical 362 particles with distributed radii. While model (a) ignores the primary curvature of the cylindrical diffusion 363 geometry in the nanowires, models (b) and (c), involve the actual cylindrical geometry of the nanowires. 364
Model (c) takes account of the radius distribution of the nanowires, whereas model (b) neglects the 365 distribution and considers the radii identical. Complex nonlinear least squares (CNLS) regression was 366
performed using a MATLAB routine based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm that minimizes the 367 summed squares of real and imaginary relative residuals: 368
where k ω is the k th frequency in the impedance measurement, k Z is the impedance measured at k ω ,
370
and Z is the overall impedance model. The data and fitted curves are shown in Figure 7 , and the obtained 371 parameters are shown in Table 2 . 372
The effect of including the actual nanowire geometry in modeling can be studied by comparing the fit 373 impedance spectra of a battery electrode that has heterogeneous particle sizes. Simultaneously, Σ 397 decreases to 5.4 × 10 -4 , and the locally correlated residuals are reduced by using model (c) as shown in 398 Figure 8 . is estimated to be 0.20, which is smaller than but still comparable to those of the typical 399 radius distributions. 400 Given the extremely good fit of the impedance spectrum with model (c), the inferred particle size 401 distribution from the impedance model may be more accurate than that obtained by the typical, time-402 consuming method of direct image analysis. This suggests the tantalizing possibility of non-invasive 403 "impedance imaging" of battery electrodes in situ by the simple application of small electrical signals, 404 using the diffusion-impedance model to solve an inverse problem for the particle size distribution. Such 405 changes in particle thickness could be used, for example, to detect the state of charge (due to volume 406 change upon lithiation) or gradual degradation over many cycles, e.g. due to the formation of solid 407 electrolyte interphase. Mathematically, the inversion can be performed by choosing a functional form 408 (such as log-normal) for the size distribution and solving for the best-fit parameters, as we have done here. 409
It is also possible to view the inverse problem as a first-kind Fredholm integral equation for the unknown 410 size distribution function, which can be solved by Laplace or Mellin transforms, as has been done for 411 various inverse problems in statistical mechanics [35] . underestimation is about 16 %. In general, the extent of the underestimation would be larger when the 416 distribution is more heterogeneous or when the particle geometry is more-curved. 417
Impedance spectra of the Si nanowire electrode at various Li concentrations are shown in Figure 9 . For 418 the intermediate concentrations, the spectra were fitted using model (c), taking into account the 419 cylindrical diffusion geometry as well as the radius distribution of the nanowires. The fit curves are also 420 plotted in Figure 9 , and ch D values obtained from the regression are shown in Table 3 . to 10 -13 cm 2 /sec at room temperature [37] [38] [39] . The excellent fit of the impedance spectrum using the 426 known particle geometry and size distribution suggests that our value is among the most accurate in the 427
literature. 428
Limitations of the diffusion model, however, can be found at both of low and high Li concentrations. 429
At the low Li concentrations, it is difficult to identify either RC or BD elements in the spectra. diffusivity by more than two and half times. On the other hand, assuming an identical particle size results 463 in underestimation of the diffusivity by 16 %, compared to one obtained including the radius distribution 464 in the model. In general, the effects of including appropriate particle geometry and particle size 465 distribution in modeling depend on the actual particle geometry and size distribution of an electrode. To 466 accurately interpret diffusion impedance of a battery electrode, it is important to account for the 467 nanoparticle geometry and the size distribution. 468
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